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Inside your
Where did these
numbers come from? Association’s

Judi M. Phares, President and CEO, RTI/Community Management Associates, Inc.

That’s a question we’re often asked about an HOA budget. It’s
timely because “budget season” kicks off in July as CMA staff
are primed to prepare your 2011 association budgets. In this
edition, we show you how to examine your budget with a
greater understanding of the “product” as well as our system of
checks and balances to get it right.
You’ll also find a briefing about the important advance planning underway for the 2011
Texas legislative session. I urge you to learn what could land on the docket and how you
can actively protect your HOA’s interests.
There’s more – a training opportunity for your ACC committee and how to plan a movie
event your whole community will enjoy. Pull up a chair and take a closer look.
Sincerely,
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Webinar Tutorial Shows How

Look for your e-mail invitation with instructions about how to register and log-in for
this free webinar.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor

Leadership Advisor recently convened an
informal roundtable of CMA’s professional
staff to give
you a close-up
perspective of
CMA’s rigorous
budget process.
This group
represents the
team of 45
employees who
create and
check 180+
association budgets. They answer some of
your frequently asked questions and more.
To learn how they construct a sound plan
to keep your community on solid financial
footing, please go to the next page.
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Are you taking advantage of all the timesaving
tools available from CMA? Learn how easily
you can streamline your ACC submission
and review process by using our online association portal. In just 15 minutes, we’ll show
you everything you need to know. Then we’ll
take your questions. Join us for an ACC
webinar at 11:30 AM on Thursday, July 29.
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More webinars on these topics will be
scheduled in coming months:
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• Legislative Issues affecting Texas HOAs
• Custom Websites
• New Resident Orientation
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2011 ASSOCIATION BUDGETS
(Continued from page 1)

Tools for
Accuracy

Inside your Association’s Budget:
Questions and Answers

Copyright Nancy Doniger

Inside your Association’s Budget:

Why is the budget timeline important to Associations?

Karen Boyd: Working backward from January 1, when new budgets take effect, the
timeline ensures that associations meet the requirements of their governing documents.
Many associations may require 30 to 60 day advance notice in writing to all homeowners,
especially if they have an increase in assessments.
Karyn Bradley: October 15 is very critical to accounting because:
• We must have an approved and signed budget in order to create a billing cycle for
each association.
• After the accountants set up the billing, they generate the billing and verify the
amounts versus the approved budget.
• Only then can we generate statements at the end of October (in some cases) and
all throughout November. Each association follows its own cycle.
• This year statement files for all associations must be prepared for mail processing
by 11/24 due to the Thanksgiving Holiday.

How does CMA help managers
prepare more accurate budgets?
Karen Boyd: To kick off budget season,
we conduct intensive training for new
managers and a refresher course for
experienced managers. What tools help
managers prepare more accurate budgets?
Karyn Bradley: Accounting prepares
the budget “shells.” Those are the spreadsheets which do the calculations, with all
the line items identified and formulas
filled in. It’s a proprietary tool used by
CMA which factors in many different
variables, such as association-specific
information. For example, depending on
an association’s billing cycle (annually,
quarterly, etc); it calculates and then
plugs in the costs for mailings in the
correct cells.
CMA also employs an extensive Budget
Preparation Handbook. It’s updated each
year and used in the training session
which managers attend in July. It’s the
managers’ guidebook of checklists and
procedures to follow.

Meet our veterans who have dissected hundreds of association budgets: Left to right: Alice McKee, Association Manager, Allen Region; Karen Boyd, Vice President,
Plano Region; Michelle Barrentine, Senior Association Manager, Mid Cities Region; Karyn Bradley, Accounting Supervisor, and George Swenson, Accounting Consultant.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
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Budget
Checklist

Inside your Association’s Budget:

Critical
Dates

August and September:
Working sessions with association
manager

Editor’s Note: Managers pull a wide range of reports
to analyze all line items and project annual expenses.
They use the Budget Checklist to systematically
examine budget data and avoid overlooking
important information.

aManagement Contract and
Addendum Reports
aIncome Statement Summary Report
aPrior Year’s Budget (Excel)
aGoverning Documents
aReserve Study (report)
aFinancial Variance Reports
aBudget Rate Sheet
aCollection and Violation Expense Data
aReserve Bank Balance
aGL History

aVendor Contracts
aInsurance: Policies-dates and premiums
aBuilder Information
• Owner Type Count for Builder,
Developer and Owner
aDeveloper & Builder Sales Projections
aDevelopment Plans
• Landscape
• Water
• Electric
• Other

Forecasting Expenses
and Income

September 30:
Complete all working sessions
by this date
October 15:
Deadline for board to approve
the budget
October 16-November 30:
Notify homeowners of the
approved budget

Inside your Association’s Budget:

What’s the difference between zero-based and historical trend?

CMA’s budget procedures combines elements of both zero-based budgeting and historical
trend budgeting. In the first, all line items are set to zero and the amount of
funds allotted to each must be justified. The second begins with
assumptions that existing line items are needed, but will
be adjusted.
To illustrate these methods, let’s consider utility
expenses. Your association’s budget will show
detailed line items for each utility component
within all relevant budget categories. Thus,
water is a line item in the budget for the pool,
community center, onsite administrative office
and landscape maintenance, if applicable.
Each of these areas is separately metered so
that water expense can be budgeted by
category based upon prior 12-month trends
and set according to rate sheets for
anticipated increases.

What about getting input
from the Board?

Michelle Barrentine: Besides the
reports we have available, managers
must have a conversation with
their Boards about what the
Association hopes to do in
the next year so that you
can properly budget for
improvements and
repairs. The Board
needs to consider
the Association’s
needs versus wants.
The community
may want new pool
furniture, but need a
pump replacement.
Karen Boyd:
Get the Board’s wish list.
Consider homeowner
requests throughout the year
which had to be denied for
financial reasons.

If the association was over budget for water, the
association’s variance report is reviewed to determine
if something unusual has occurred such as a major
irrigation leak that has subsequently been repaired.
Zero-based budgeting applies in a case such as: If any new
common area is to be turned over from the developer, a percentage
calculation is made to account for additional budget for watering.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor

Ask the Board
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The Quality Review
Inside your Association’s Budget:

What part do you play in the quality review process before the
budget is presented to the Board?
The Manager, Alice McKee:
[After preparing the first draft]
I take a break while
I’m double checking
the numbers,
because I run the
risk of missing a
simple mistake
that would
otherwise be
caught with a
fresh set of
eyes. I make
sure I do a
spell check
every time I make a
change to any description.

Corporate Accounting, Karyn
Bradley: We provide a lot of checklists
and aids for the managers. In the 2011
budget shell we have protected the total
column to keep the formula from accidentally being typed over, causing an overall
imbalance in the budget.
The VP, Karen Boyd: Managers turn
in their budgets to their VPs for an initial
review, which is another opportunity to
catch any errors or omissions.
Corporate Accounting, George
Swenson: Each VP sends the budget
drafts to Corporate Accounting for a final
quality review. I have a systematic method

Common Budget
Misconceptions
Inside your Association’s Budget:

What are misconceptions that can crop up during the Board’s budget review?
Michelle Barrentine: Seeing the big
picture is key to budgeting for an Association.
Boards need to understand that they are not
benefiting the Association as a whole by
keeping assessments from increasing if they
are not properly budgeting
for repairs or normal expenses. I think there is a misconception that low dues, equals
great Board. In most cases,
this is just the opposite. The
Board has the fiduciary
responsibility to keep the
community well maintained.
That’s what associations are
all about—maintaining
property values.
Karen Boyd: Coming to a common
understanding of certain line items that are
often misunderstood. For example, bad debt
should be what is expected to be written off

CMA’s Leadership Advisor

during that budget year as uncollectable.
This means all reasonable efforts have been
exhausted to collect the amount owed. The
debtor may have declared bankruptcy or the
cost of pursuing further action in an attempt
to collect the debt exceeds
the debt itself.
A capital improvement is
creating something that
never existed before at the
Association. Everything else
that is non-routine
(repaired annually) is a
reserve item, repaired or
replaced on a scheduled
occurrence of more than a
year’s time. Speaking of reserve funds,
Boards need to include reasonable reserves
for non-routine major repairs (usually
$10,000 or more) that can’t be funded out
of the Operating account.
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for checking key budget components.
[A few of the items:]
• I check for accuracy—do the numbers
on the supplemental line item sheets
match the summary page? Are they valid
compared with the various reports?
• I compare it to last year’s actual results
and budget—and I’ll note any missing
line items—maybe they haven’t budgeted
for an audit, or put it in the wrong month.
• I review the narratives. Comments
should be clear, consistent, and free of
typos, misspellings, etc.
• Extraneous or unusual items, such as a
blank cell, or an unusually large or small
figure, require a second look.
• I return the budgets to the VP and then
the manager for corrections. A small
number of them have discrepancies
which are sent to me for a second review.
We build extra review time into the
timeline. That way Boards can be assured
that the budget they review has been
thoroughly vetted.
Alice McKee: Lot take-down and projected sales to new owners. In a community still
in the build-out stage, the Board needs to be
realistic on sales take-down. Do we budget
for “x” number of new sales that would
include working capital fees? Is this a realistic number? How will it affect our overall
income if these sales are not made? This
could positively or negatively affect the budget in assessment and working capital revenue.

Wrap-Up

What happens after the Board
approves the budget by October 15?
Karen Boyd: If there’s an assessment
increase, we prepare a letter to owners,
and some Associations send a letter
regardless. Also, the manager prepares an
annual report outlining highlights of the
current year’s finances to enclose with the
billing statement. We often create additional inserts if the Board wants to send
special enclosures with the statement. That
brings us full circle back to Karyn
Bradley’s first comment about the accounting tasks that must be performed to get the
statements out on time. The reward is
when the checks start arriving in January!

www.cmamanagement.com

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

How Could
New Laws Affect
Your Association?
Even though the state legislature doesn’t convene until January
2011, committee work is ongoing in Austin. Issues which failed to
pass in the previous session will likely reappear on the 2011
legislative docket.
Last session, statutory language was proposed that would have
inevitably resulted in HOAs having to raise dues or cut back
member services. If proposed legislation had passed:

• Meet your state representative or senator and let them know
you support HOAs.
• Hold a “meet and greet” with your neighbors and invite
your state senator or state representative to let them know
you support HOAs.

• All HOAs would have been required to hire a third party to
count election votes (dues go up); all director election polling
places would have had to be open 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM at
considerable expense to the HOA (dues go up);
• All associations would be required to offer payment plans to any
delinquent owner – neighbors would be forced to become their
neighbors’ lender/creditor (dues go up);
• HOA lien and foreclosure remedies for non-payment of dues
would be eliminated or greatly curtailed (again, without a
meaningful way to collect dues from delinquent owners , dues go
up for the dues-paying members);
• HOAs’ ability to adopt and enforce rules were greatly curtailed
(harder to maintain community standards, affecting property
values);
• HOAs could not restrict street parking or non-commercial
parking in an owner’s driveway (owners could by law then park
RVs, junk cars, etc. in driveways—property values and
neighborhood aesthetics would inevitably be affected).

3. Get the Facts

Why Do Owners Choose
Homes in HOAs?
According to industry analyst, Julie Adamen, it boils down to
three simple elements:

1. Simplicity of Ownership. Busy people are overburdened and
opt for condos or HOAs because there is “less to take care of.”
They don’t want to paint the house, mow the lawn, or worry
about repairs.

2. Special Amenities. In a single-family home setting, many
people could not afford the lifestyle amenities or the maintenance
associated with pools, gyms, golf courses, or clubhouse, offered by
a community association.

What Can Your Association Do?
1. Make an Association Donation

Texas Community Association Advocates (formerly TLAC) is
working during this interim period between legislative sessions and
will be active in the 2011 session. They depend on volunteer contributions to fund their lobbying efforts to promote and defend
your interests.
During your budget planning, please consider a suggested donation of $1 per door to fund a TCAA lobby team to represent
HOA interests.

3. Investment Value. Owners want their property to not only

retain value, but also to increase in value. They look to the
demonstrated track record of HOAs to achieve this goal on their
behalf.

Owners Are Satisfied with Their HOAs.

View the results of a Zogby survey of HOA owners. (.PDF file)

2. Volunteer Your Time

• Write your legislators in support of HOAs.
• Donate your time to testify in favor of HOAs before
legislative committees in Austin.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor

Nationally, more than 60 million residents live in
Association-governed communities.
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View National Research about HOAs and more.
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BUILDING COMMUNITY

Fun Flicks Offers Movies Alfresco

The Hills at Tealwood HOA recently scored a resounding success with a movie night on
the grounds. They had about 100 people enjoy an outdoor screening of Alice in
Wonderland—providing a magical evening for children and adults. A cool breeze made the
weather perfect for sitting outside.

“The only thing I might do differently is put some signs out at the entrances to remind
owners of the event,” said Association Manager, David Meyer. “We promoted movie night
by sending postcards so residents would have a week and a half advanced notice of the
event. The vendor provides the equipment—big portable screens of various sizes and lots
of buttered popcorn. Just BYOBC—Bring your own blanket or chair, and enjoy!
To schedule an event for your community, contact your manager.

RECOMMENDED READING

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
A periodic publication of

Accounting for Dummies
By John Tracy, Certified Public Accountant and former
professor of accounting

CMA

For plain English basics, you can’t beat this series. The new edition
helps you get a handle on all those columns of numbers. It offers
fully up-to-date coverage of accounting basics and gives tips you can
use to make sense of bookkeeping basics, read a financial statement
and manage budgets for a better bottom line.

Community.
Well Served.
Community.
Well Served.

1800 Preston Park Blvd., Suite 101
Plano, TX 75093

Quotation
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“Our nation will succeed or fail to the degree that all of
us citizens and businesses alike are active participants in
building strong, sustainable and enriching communities.
– Arnold Hiatt, business CEO and philanthropist
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